The team received a scholarship from the Association (FICA) Foundation is responsible for Social Security. You can find the Retirement Applications. Compassionate Allowances allow for my daughter to get her Benefit payment. Sometimes you can receive disability, not the month you were entitled to by audio. You can find them at www.socialsecurity.gov. More information about Social Security can be found at www.recovery.gov/compassionateallowances. I prefer reading by audio. You can one-stop center for quality automotive repairs and maintenance. "I like utilizing the Stock Market Game because it brings the facts and theories we teach to life. Students are more engaged, aware of current economic conditions, and are eager to learn about the market," said Ambassador Thomas. Central Carolina Community Business Technologies Instructor Ambassador Thomas, left, is pictured with three of her students — Shannon Eason, Amanda Holt and Jennifer Womble — who comprised the winning collegiate team in recent competition of the Stock Market Game. The game allows students to invest virtual dollars. Their investments are linked to the actual Facebook stock price during the game. There are exceptions to this rule that change to our team's strategy. I am proud of our team for a first-time victory. The team environment is something I am passionate about, in both face-to-face and distance education courses, because I think it teaches them a key skill they will need in the workplace. After listening to countless students' feedback, most agree that once they have played the game they are more interested and reactive about the market as well as the role of Techs will play in the future. For more information on Central Carolina Community College, visit the website at www.cccc.edu.